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beginning fall 1974 the division of communication and lan-

guage arts of brigham young university hawaii campus is

offexiofferingng a revised bachelor of arts program in teaching english
as a second language the new TESL major is designed to pre-
pare students better in the practical aspects of second language
teaching by requiring less theoretical linguistics and by requiring
a supervised teaching experience in the universuniversouniversitysitys english lan-
guage institute program

students in the TESL program receive instruction in both
language and literature courses so they will be more versatile in
teaching in language parts program below the university level

each student is also required to study four semesters of a
language international students may use englishE as their
foreign languagelanguagebyby completing the universitys general educa-
tion program in reading writing and spaspeakingaking

A brief description of the cirriculuum is included here to give
other schools an idea of one way an undergraduate TESL
program could be organized
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english 210 introduction to linguistics 3 english 466 TESL methods 3
what language is A general introduction to the nature of lan-

guages
how to teach a second language A practical course in pro-

fessionalexamining essential components and showing how these fessional preparation for developing teaching skillsskins in listening
work in various languages this course is a prerequisite for comprehension speaking reading and writing
english 320 410 466 MCS 250 interculturalintel cultural communication 3

englishglish 310 english grammar 3 study of communication difficulties resulting from cross
how language works examination of syntactic structure of cultural and intercultural situations

language exercises in syntactic description and analysis literature CORE
english 320 language acquisition 3 english 340 language in literature 3

how language is acquired course examines the basic english 345 ethnic lieteraturelietirature 3
assumptions underlying second language teaching with concern english 351 shakespeare and his age 3
trannon on psycholinguistics and sociolinguisticssociolinguistics english 356 american literature 3
english 410 TESL materials 3 english 357 twentieth century literature 3

what language materials to use an examination of available
materials in the TESL field and a consideration of their applic-
ability to current methodologies includes adaptationofadaptation of exist-
ing texts and construction of materials for specific situational
instruction
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